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Goal

Apply as high [>10 kV/cm],  uniform [(E
transv

/E)
max

= 1%] and stable

as possible electric field in a cell with:

Dual co-magnetometer

Need to find the optimum:

Gas(es) partial pressure(s)
Cell geometry/materials

neutrons
199Hg
129Xe
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[Pressure ∙ Separation] Region

Conduct High Voltage (HV) tests up to 100-125 kV with 129Xe gas alone and in 
mixture with other gases (199Hg, 4He).

The dielectric properties of 129Xe has to be explored at high voltages
(up to V=100-125 kV and electrode separation of about 10 cm)
and in the range of 0.1-5 mTorr where there is lack of experimental data
(Pressure·Separation=P·d=0.1-5·10-2 [Torr ·cm]).

Yamamoto 1977 Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 16 343
F. Paschen 1889 (Wied. Ann., 37,69)
(plot taken from:
http://commons.wikimedia.org/

P·d=0.5·10-2 [Torr ·cm] P·d=50·10-2 [Torr ·cm]
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First concept for the HV connection in air

Epoxy

Aluminum 
shield
(HV)

Nylon
cylinder
(metal coated
inner+top 
surface for
grounding)

To the HV electrode

To the Power supply

(V=0)

Power
Supply
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Dielectric Strength
Epoxy: 115 kV/cm
Air: 30 kV/cm

First concept for the HV connection in air

Epoxy

Aluminum 
shield
(HV)

Nylon
cylinder
(metal coated
inner+top 
surface for
grounding)

To the HV electrode

To the Power supply FEMM simulations

115 kV/cm

30 kV/cm

(V=0)

V=100 kV
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Aluminum shield
polished to 1μm.

Epoxy+alu shield confined
in a nylon cylinder

V
max

~ 55 kV (and after the

1st breakdown:  V< 5-10 kV)

t=0

t=24hrs (crack+gap)

First concept for the HV connection in air
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First concept for the HV connection in air

Inner surface of Nylon Outer surface of epoxy

1 cm

Proved not trivial to handle materials of different thermal expansion coefficient.
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Current HV connection in air

FEMM
simulations

AIR (30 kV/cm)

V = 0

V=100 kV

Purple:
E ~ 13 kV/cm

Aluminum
corona ring 
(not polished)
in air within
a wide Faraday
cage
(R

cage
 ~ 2.5R

cor. ring
)

Reached
feedthrough

Voltage
specification

(100 kV)

To a GAMMA
125 kV

Power Supply
(neg. Voltage)
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HV setup/vacuum side

Cell:
10 cm x d
with:
2cm ≤ d ≤10 cm

Aluminum flat electrodes

Linear
Positioner

Ground
Cu
cable

V=0

V=0

2R=20 cm
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HV setup / vacuum side

Gas inlet
hole

20 cm

4 cm

Top (Ground) electrode

The top electrode is attached to a
linear positioner via a Teflon rod.
Is grounded via a copper cable
which will be connected to
a picoA-meter through an
MOV varistor (surge protector). 
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Electrical connection and mechanical support
of the HV electrode

Electrical connection to the
feedthrough pin via a polished
aluminum rod.

..but the feedthrough pin alone cannot keep
the HV electrode mechanically stable and
vertical. Any mechanical support mechanism
should not facilitate breakdown phenomena.

3 Teflon rods supporting the 
HV electrode

A Teflon “sleeve” keeping the 
aluminum rod in position.
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High electrical breakdown risk areas

FEMM
simulations

Dielectric strength
of Teflon: 200 kV/cm

The electric field strength is
quite high in the regions
between the aluminum rod 
and the feedthrough ceramic 
as well as the ground flanges.

E~100 kV/cm

E~50 kV/cm

V=0

V=0

100 kV

100 kV

Purple>100 kV/cm

E ~ 13 kV/cm
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High electrical breakdown risk areas

The electric field strength is
quite high in the regions
between the aluminum rod 
and the feedthrough ceramic 
as well as the ground flanges.

E~100 kV/cm

E~50 kV/cm

100 kV

V=0
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Test in vacuum (4e-6 Torr):V
bd

 = 66 kV

(no insulation sleeve)
Pin holes on the alu rod at the
height of the ceramic interface.

Microscope photos of the alu rod
16
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Tests with Teflon sleeves..

..between Teflon and ceramicAn insulator
“sleeve” can
-in principle-
prevent a
breakdown in
these areas.
But we saw 
breakdown 
evidences on 
the interfaces..
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..and between Alu rod and Teflon

Tests with Teflon sleeves..
18
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Tests results so far
19
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Tests results so far

AIR VACUUM
(4e-6 Torr)

20
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Tests results so far

AIR VACUUM
(4e-6 Torr)

88 kV
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Resolving potential breakdown sources

1/ Surface anomalies+impurities on the alu rod are sources of electron emission

Free mean path of the electrons might be small in air but sufficiently big
in vacuum to initiate an electrical breakdown.

electron
emission
jet length
~ 4mm

e-jets at
4 different
points (and
various
heights) on
the alu rod
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Resolving potential breakdown sources

1/ Surface anomalies+impurities on the alu rod are sources of electron emission

2/ Breakdowns between Teflon sleeves to ceramic interfaces might be due to:

a) moisture contamination, carbon traces from past breakdown events and
    metal contamination on the ceramic when in contact with the feedthrough pin.

b) trapped air between the two surfaces (not an issue for tests in air).
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Resolving potential breakdown sources

1/ Surface anomalies+impurities on the alu rod are sources of electron emission

2/ Breakdowns between Teflon sleeves to ceramic interfaces might be due to:

a) moisture contamination, carbon traces from past breakdown events and
    metal contamination on the ceramic when in contact with the feedthrough pin.

b) trapped air between the two surfaces (not an issue for tests in air).

3/ Sources of high E-field in the vicinity of the HV feedthrough

24
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Next steps

Re-polish the HV surfaces
Meet cleanliness standards for all parts within the vacuum chamber
(moisture, dust, carbon traces)
Modify geometry to eliminate high E-field sources and virtual leaks
Modify (extend) the sleeve up to the HV electrode (or remove it!) 

A/ Resolve the Voltage breakdown in vacuum:

Extend the insulator
sleeve up to the 
HV electrode
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Next steps

A/ Resolve the Voltage breakdown in vacuum:

B/ Add the glass insulator + flat O-rings

C/ Fill the cell with 129Xe and other gases separately and in mixture

D/ Modify flat electrodes' geometry (add a trench and O-ring groove)

Re-polish the HV surfaces
Meet cleanliness standards for all parts within the vacuum chamber
(moisture, dust, carbon traces)
Modify geometry to eliminate high E-field sources and virtual leaks
Modify (extend) the sleeve up to the HV electrode 
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1 mm < r < 10 mm
1mm < d < 10 mm
0 < s < 2 mm
0 < b < 0.1 mm
0 < α < 10o

Next steps / Trench+O-ring groove geometry

M. Losekamm
B.Sc. Thesis
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Next steps / Trench+O-ring groove geometry

For: d=s=b=α=0
1mm < r < 10 mm 

R=1 mm R=5 mm R=10 mm
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Next steps / Trench+O-ring groove geometry

For r= 5 mm:
1 mm < d < 10 mm

For r=5 mm, d= 5 mm: 0 < s < 2 mm For r=5 mm, d= 5 mm, s=1mm: 0 < α < 10ο
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Next steps

A/ Resolve the issue of Voltage breakdown in vacuum:

B/ Add the glass insulator + flat O-rings

C/ Fill the cell with 129Xe and other gases separately and in mixture

D/ Modify flat electrodes' geometry (add a trench and O-ring groove)

E/ Design and build new electrodes with different geometric profile
     (Rogowski for example)

F/ Test different electrode materials (DLC, BeO) 

Re-polish the HV surfaces
Meet cleanliness standards for all parts within the vacuum chamber
(moisture, dust, carbon traces)
Modify geometry to eliminate high E-field sources and virtual leaks
Modify (extend) the sleeve up to the HV electrode 
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Summary

The nEDM experiment at TRIUMF will use a 129Xe/199Hg dual
co-magnetometer 

The electrical studies carrying out at TRIUMF aim to investigate the
dielectric properties of 129Xe in Pressure·Separation region 
{P·d=0.1-5·10-2 [Torr ·cm]} that has never been explored before.

Maximum Voltage in vacuum (4e-6 Torr): 88 kV

Currently working on identifying and resolving possible electrical
breakdown sources 

In parallel we will proceed with HV tests with the glass insulator
in place and low gas(es) pressure.

Expect to get some results within the next year (..or at least before 
the end of this century!!!) 
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Thank you for your attention!
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BACK UP SLIDES
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General HV setups

70 cm

88 cm

88 cm

27 cm

2R=20 cm

Tests in vacuum are conducted
inside an aluminum chamber
while in air inside an
aluminum -ground- screen.
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To a GAMMA 125 kV
Power Supply (neg. Voltage)

Aluminum ground cage
(R

cage
 ~ 2R

cor. ring
)

Aluminum corona ring in AIR

100 kV feedthrough

(not polished)

Reached feedthrough
voltage specification

(100 kV)

Current HV connection in air
35
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2nd Teflon sleeve: tighter fit within the ceramic/round top
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HV setup / Seals

For the first tests with gas(es)
we will use flat O-rings:

A/ 75D Viton

B/ 75D Fluroelestometer
    (denser makeup so less
     impermeable to small
     atoms like 4He
     + less out-gassing) 
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Pressure
Gauge

Gas Inlet

The pressure inside
the cell
will be measured
by a capacitance
manometer
(gas independent
pressure transducer
-Baratron
MKS 120A)
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129Xe co-magnetometer [T. Mamose, E. Miller (UBC)]

129Xe compared to 199Hg has:

1. 100 times smaller neutron absorption cross section
2. Same sign of gyromagnetic ratio as neutron
    (reducing the systematics)

A. Polarise Xe by spin exchange optical
     pumping between Pb and Xe atoms 
     (J. Martin C. Bidinosti /UWinnipeg)

B. Two (252 nm) photon excitation to the 2nd 
     excited state
     (proposed by T.Chupp and A. Leanhardt)

C. Detect the IR (~900 nm) spontaneous emission 
     (~2.5 ns)  

Process

39
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129Xe and 199Hg dual co-magnetometer

Improve systematics by data cross checking

Easy implementation as the laser requirements are quite similar
    (the transition lines are 199Hg: 253.7 nm and 129Xe: 252.4 nm)

129Xe atomic EDM limit is very close to that of neutron (                e ·cm):

     -We can conduct 129Xe atomic EDM measurement using the 199Hg as 
      co-magnetometer.
     -Needs to be improved by at least one or even by two orders of
      magnitude.

d Xe−129<(0.7±3.3±0.1)⋅10−27

2.9×10−26

e ·cm
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PROTON
BEAM

SPALLATION
TARGET

ULTRA COLD
POLARISED
NEUTRONS

hδ νo = −2 d n(E (↑↑)−E (↑↓))

Neutron
cell

nEDM experiment layout

δν
o
: resonance frequency shift

E: applied electric field
d

n
: neutron edm
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